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CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents all the findings of the data collected and its analysis.

Data of this research is presented in the findings while analysis of the research data is

elaborated in discussions.

4.1. Findings

In this part, the data findings are presented from 3 different types of data

collection sources. They were categorized into certain themes and codes to support

finding and discussion of this study.

4.1.1. Interview

In this study, the researcher uses a one-on-one interview as data collection.

Creswell (2012) describe that one-on-one interviews are ideal for interviewing

participants who are not hesitant to speak, who are articulate, and who can share ideas

comfortably. It is implied that this approach is appropriate for interviewing with a

participant who is an English teacher for young learners from a private elementary

school in Yogyakarta.

The researcher interviewed 1 participant that was held on December, 9th

2019. The interview focused on teaching strategies in teaching English for young
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learners. The researcher was able to collect the information from the participant's

perspective toward the interview questions. Interview questions in this research were

built from construct theories related to the teaching strategies. From the result of the

interview section, the researcher analyzed and conclude the data.

In general, the interview results indicated that teaching strategies in the

learning process can help the teacher in teaching activities and make teaching and

learning activities more organized and directed. In teaching strategies, the teacher

applied the PPP method in the learning process in the classroom which is supported

by the application of the Montessori method that is applied in schools. Then the

teacher also used several tools and supporting media such as LCD projector, audios,

videos, pictures, posters, cards, flashcards, and realia. In addition, in establishing

good communication between teacher and students, the teacher demands herself to

get close to students, so students feel comfortable and can follow the instructions

given by the teacher. On the other hand, the teacher also has student achievement

targets in each semester with the Montessori observation sheet pink series for

students.

The table below is the example excerpt of the interview transcript from 1

participant.

Table 4-1 Excerpt of Interview Transcript Participant

Transcription 1
Participant : Student A
Time : 09.00 – 09.35 AM
Date : Monday, 9thDecember 2019
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Place : in a private Elementary school in Yogyakarta
I : Interviewer R: Respondent
Subje
ct

Line Transcription

I Would you tell me about ideal teacher behavior when teaching in
the classroom?

R 1 for Young Learners? is not it? teacher's attitude or behavior when
in the class automatically a teacher must be totality in class,
when they are in class they not only teach actually but also
educates children

4.1.2. Observation

The observation was conducted by coming directly to the classroom and

participating in teaching and learning activities, then taking a voice record of teaching

and learning activities using a mobile phone and take some pictures by using a

camera. In this observation, the researcher focused to observe the teaching strategies

that teacher employed in the learning process in terms of methods, techniques,

tools/equipment/media, communications and targets/goals by taking field notes.

Observations show that the teacher is very optimal when teaching, she uses

several tools or media when teaching, then she always checks students' understanding.

also, the teacher always gives a worksheet at the end of each lesson.

4.1.2.1. Document analysis

In this research, documents that were analyzed are observation notes,

pictures, voice records, and observation sheets. The researcher has gained the

documents by asking permission first to the participant and afterward analyze the
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documents. the initial plan was that the researcher wanted to take videos during

classroom observations to be used as documents for analysis, but the participant did

not allow the researcher to take videos during class.

After the researcher analyzes the document, the researcher shows that the

teacher already has a good teaching strategy in teaching. supported by methods

applied during class, tools, and media that support the learning process and good

communication between teachers and students.

4.1.2.2. Thematizing

In this section, the researcher classified research data into several categories.

each category confirmed the prefigured themes, which were broken down into more

specific sub-themes to be practical. Thematizing is presented in table 4-2.

Table 4-2 Thematizing matrix

Construct Theme Code Sub-Theme
Teaching

Strategies for
EFL Young
Learners

Teaching
Strategies for
EFL Young
Learners

TSEFLYL
TSEFLYL/EB
TSEFLYL/M
TSEFLYL/TE
TSEFLYL/TO
TSEFLYL/C
TSEFLYL/D
TSEFLYL/G

-Educational Behavior
-Methods
-Techniques
-Tools
-Communications
-Disciplines
-Goals
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4.1.3. Coding

The way to keep evidence of data sources is by giving coding based on the

theme. In this research, the researcher created a coding system for evidence from all

data sources taken from interviews, observation, and document analysis results. Table

4-3. shows the coding system from all data sources.

Table 4-3 Coding System

Data Source Coding Sample Meaning

Interview I/1/EB/2 'I' (for Interview) means the data is
gathered from the interview. '1' for
participant 1. 'EB' is an abbreviation
from Educational Behavior. ‘2’ means it
is from interview transcript line 2.

Observation O/1/M/2 ‘O’ (for Observation) means the data is
gathered from observation notes. ‘1’
means the data is gathered participant 1.
‘M' is the theme, which is an
abbreviation from Methods. ‘2’ means it
is from observation notes line 2.

Document
Analysis

DTS/1/TO/1 ‘DTS’ (for Document Teaching
Strategies) means the data is gathered
from the teaching and learning process.
‘1’ means the data is gathered from
participant 1. ‘TO' is an abbreviation
from Tools. ‘1’ means it is from
document notes line 1.
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4.2 Discussion

In this part, the researcher presents the interpretation of the research

findings. These interpretations obtained from data that has been analyzed based on

the theme in a theoretical construct that was used by the researcher. In this discussion,

the researcher interprets teaching strategies employed by the teacher in the learning

process.

4.2.1 Teaching Strategies for Young EFL Learners

The use of teaching strategies in the learning process found that there are

the most influential aspects of helping the teacher in teaching students. These aspects

proved that teaching strategies were able to help the teacher in teaching activities and

make teaching and learning activities more organized and directed.

This part presents the discussion of the research findings. The first

discussion is about the method used by the teacher in teaching young learners.

Meanwhile, the second discussion is the types of tools and media used by the teacher

in supporting learning activities. Moreover, the third discussion focuses on how the

teacher makes good communication with students.

4.2.1.1 Methods

The use of methods in the classroom can help the teacher when teaching.

She acknowledged that she applied the PPP (Presentation, Practice, Production)
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method in the learning process, starting with the presentation, drilling, and ending

with worksheets or production (I/1/M/16). This method is also supported by another

method, namely Montessori (I/1/M/18), which has been implemented in this school.

Montessori has several stages, the first is the pink series, followed by the blue series

then there is the green series and for grade 1 it uses the pink series which contains

sandpaper letters and LMA. Teacher also explained about what is Montessori method,

Montessori method is a method to make student be able to speak and read English

well.

"We always have a presentation first, meaning we introduce the material
first or warm up first, then in the middle there is drilling, this means the
students can be following what we are aiming for. Then, in the end, there is
a worksheet or production.” (I/1/M/16)

“We also apply Montessori, for grade 1 use pink series, in pink series, there
are Sandpaper Letters and LMA (Large Moveable Alphabet).” (I/1/M/18)

This is relevant to the statement of Weeks (1998) methods is procedures,

styles or ways in which a teacher has selected to facilitate the teaching-learning

process. This will help the teacher and easy to make teaching and learning activities

more effective and targeted.

This finding also implied that the existence of methods is very helpful for

the teacher especially the addition of a Montessori method that helps teachers in the

process of achieving student targets in one semester. In the learning process, students

will be directed because of the application of these methods, step by step that students

must do are also organized.
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The observation (O/1/M/1) and document (DTS/1/M/1) support this finding,

it was found several points included in the Presentation, Practice, Production (PPP)

method. First, the teacher explains what material they will discuss with students.

Second, the teacher pauses the video which aims to explain what is in the video in

detail and continues the video when the students already understand. Third, after

students guess what is in the picture, then the teacher explains in the detail about the

fruits/vegetables in the picture such as taste, color, and so on. fourth, the teacher also

correcting the pronunciation of students correctly. Last, Students work on worksheets

about vegetables and fruits.

Table 4-4 The Excerpt of Document Analysis (DTS/1/M/1)

Instruction of pair-work task
Observatio
n sheet
Pink Series

9 December 2019

Students must reach the target in the pink series -
Montessori (sandpaper letters and LMA)

For example :

1. Sandpaper Letter

a. a, i, u, e, o
b. b, c, d, f, g
c. h, j, k, l, m
d. n, p, q, r, s
e. t, v, w, x, y, z

2. LMA Presentation 1

a. bat, can, dog
b. fox, hat, jam

(DTS/1/M/1
)
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c. kin, log, pet
d. net, sat, vet
e. wax, yam, zip

3. Pink object box with LMA
4. Pink picture box with LMA
5. Pink object box with words tags
6. Pink picture box with words tags

Etc.

It is clear from the activities from the pink series observation sheet that

students should cooperate to finish the step by step of those activities. From this case,

it can be concluded that this activity can help students in achieving learning targets

and help teachers to support the methods used by teachers.

4.2.1.2 Tools

The use of tools or media in the classroom is to facilitate the teacher while

teaching. Participants acknowledged that she applied many tools in the classroom

(I/1/TO/31) can help her in delivering the materials, attract the attention of the

students with interesting learning activities, so students can enjoy while learning and

to create various learning activities with several tools or media (I/1/TO/35) so that

students do not get bored while studying in the classroom.

“We use video, audio, of course, we also use projectors, sometimes we
use realia because it is much more interesting for students than every day
we only display images on the screen. sometimes we also use flashcards, or
cards, and posters.” (I/1/TO/31)

“We make games and students are required to talk according to the cards
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they get. For example, we make a group consist of 3 to 4 students, then the
material for this game is about clothes. So in the game students will learn about
how to create and deliver questions and answers to their friends. Example: what
is he wearing ?, Then who can answer later they can get a card in accordance
with the answers they answered and to determine the winner, we can count from
the student who gets the most cards.” (I/1/TO/35)

This is relevant to the statement of Creswell (1990) teaching tools is the

equipment used in facilitating the teaching-learning process. This will help the

teacher in delivering the materials and make the learning activities more interesting.

This finding is implied that the existence of tools is to help the teacher and

facilitate the teacher for delivering materials through various activities and interesting

activities which are supported by tools or media.

The observation (O/1/TO/1) and document (DTS/1/TO/1) support this

finding which shows the tools and media which support teaching and learning

activities and are applied by the teacher in the classroom. First, the video and some

pictures are displayed using an LCD and projector. Second, the teacher uses a

whiteboard to note important things. Third, The teacher draws shapes on the

whiteboard and asks students to draw again in their books. Last, The teacher uses

realia boxes and balls.

From the many tools and media, that teacher used to support the learning

process, can be explained that the teacher uses many tools and media in learning, also

tools and media are needed in helping the teaching and learning process in the

classroom. From this case, it can be concluded that tools and media can help teachers
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to determine what teaching strategies will be applied in the learning process. Because

each learning activity has a different teaching strategy and also in the use of tools or

media.

4.2.1.3 Communication for Young Learner in The Classroom

Communication is the main point in delivering thoughts or ideas or

materials in the classroom. The participant also requires herself to be close and

friendly to students, because with that, students can enjoy learning and can easily

follow the instructions given by the teacher (I/1/C/61). As a teacher, the participant

must choose the best way to communicate with students, because she thinks students

are different from one another. So she must have the best way to communicate with

each student (I/1/C/59).

“The point is we have to be familiar with students, close to students and

make students comfortable with us, but there must be limits too, then it can

make students want to follow the instructions we give.” (I/1/C/61)

“We must choose the best way to communicate with students because

each student is different, the characters are different and how we communicate

with each of them must also be different.” (I/1/C/59)

This is relevant to the statement from Rawat (2015) communication as a

way of transferring thoughts, ideas, opinions, and knowledge from the sender to the

receiver. Other than that, communication is very influential in teaching and learning

activities, especially young learners are different from adult learners. Young learners

have not been able to manage and handle their own emotions. Hence, as a teacher, we
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must have good communication with students, who can motivate them so they have

enthusiasm for learning and most importantly can make students feel comfortable

when in the classroom, so they want to follow instructions given by the teacher.

Therefore communication is one of the most important things in forming a good

teaching strategy.

This finding implies that communication is one of the main factors for

teachers to get good teaching strategies. In addition, teachers must also be able to

choose the best way to communicate with students, especially to young learners.

Young learners are different from adult learners, teachers must also be able to

understand the character of the students. Therefore, as teachers we must choose and

sort out the best way to communicate with students, so students can understand about

the material we convey, students feel comfortable when in the classroom and students

feel close to their teachers, so students do not hesitate if they want to talk to the

teacher.

The observation (O/1/C/1) and document (DTS/1/C/1) support this finding,

it shows how teacher communicate with students and how teacher use good

communication in teaching and learning activities. For example, the teacher comes to

one of the student who is slightly troubled and asks why he is not excited, then the

teacher invites him to play a game with his friends. Another thing is about how the

teacher delivered the materials to the students, and it was very well. She can deliver

teaching material very well, loud, attractive to students and always ensures that her
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students understand.

Based on the discussion in this paragraph, it can be concluded that the

teacher must have good communication with students. Good communication between

teacher and students is when the teacher can make students understand what the

teacher says, can follow the instructions of learning in the classroom, comfortable

when in the classroom, and can motivate students so students have high enthusiasm

for learning.

4.2.1.4 Techniques

The use of teaching techniques in teaching and learning activities can affect

the course of the learning process. She acknowledged that one of the teaching

techniques she always applied in teaching and learning activities was to check

students' understanding and know what students were doing in class (I/1/TE/030).

“I move around to the children and I also check whether the
children really understand or not with the material that I have conveyed,
what they should do or what worksheets they should do.” (I/1/TE/030)

This is relevant to the statement of Ware (1989) techniques are a teaching

method, skill, style, procedure that a teacher has selected to facilitate the

teaching/learning process. This can help the teacher in knowing the extent of students

'understanding of the material delivered by the teacher and know the students' interest

in the learning process.

This finding also implied that the use of techniques in teaching is very

helpful for teacher, especially in dealing with problems that exist in the learning
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process that have an impact on the level of understanding and interest of students in

learning activities.

The observation (O/1/TE/1) support this finding which shows that teaching

techniques support teaching and learning activities in the classroom and also affect

the success of the learning process. It was found several teaching techniques that the

teacher used in the learning process; First, the teacher moves around and always

checks student’s understanding. Second, when the students work on the worksheet

the teacher moves around to checks the students work. Third, when the students are

still get wrong, the teacher justifies one by one, personally.

4.2.1.5 Discipline

Discipline is one way to make students able to obey the rules in class and

make everything organized. She acknowledged that classroom discipline is one way

to get an organized teaching and learning process and make students always pay

attention to the teacher.

“so discipline is how to organize and manage classes to make
students pay attention to us, so we focus on methods or how we deliver
material to students so that students are more interested in the material
presented.” (I/1/D/042)

This is relevant to the statement of Oliveira (2017) classroom discipline is,

therefore, a breach of the management actions undertaken by the teacher to enable

student learning. Classroom discipline refers to a set of teacher actions that constitute

organizational and management processes aimed at establishing classroom order

(routines, norms, procedures, etc.).
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This finding also implied that the application of discipline in the classroom

really helps teachers and students to get effective and organized teaching and learning

process. Discipline also train students to take responsibility in class. Responsible as

students who must pay attention to the teacher, be diligent, maintain cleanliness, and

also respect to the teacher and others.

The observation (O/1/D/1) support this finding which shows that classroom

discipline can help the teacher in conditioning classrooms and organized teaching and

learning activities. It was found several actions that the teacher does to conditioning

the class. The teacher manage the class that is still crowded by shouting helo helo

helo, the teacher asks students to drink first before sitting in their seats before class

starts because when the drinking bottles are brought to their table, water usually spills

over and the teacher asks students to make a line before scoring their assignment.
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